Ultrasound elastography findings in piriformis muscle syndrome
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Abstract

Background: Piriformis muscle syndrome (PMS) is relatively less known and underestimated because it is confused with other clinical pathological conditions. Delays in its diagnosis may lead to chronic somatic dysfunction and muscle weakness. **Objective:** Here, we aimed to evaluate the diagnostic performance of the ultrasound elastography (UE) as an easy, less-invasive, and cost-effective method for early diagnosis of PMS. **Materials and Methods:** Twenty-eight cases clinically diagnosed as PMS at the outpatient clinic were evaluated by UE. The elastographic strain ratio was calculated by dividing the strain value of the subcutaneous fat tissue by the mean stress value of the muscle beneath. The diagnostic performances of the strain rate measures were compared using the receiver operating characteristic curve analysis. **Results:** Twenty-one (N = 21) cases were female, and seven (N = 7) of the cases were male. The mean age was 45 years (ranged 24–62 years). The strain rates of piriformis muscle (PM) and gluteus maximus (GM) muscles were significantly higher on the PMS-diagnosed side (P < 0.001). The cutoff value of UE strain ratio for the PM and GM were 0.878 [95% confidence interval (CI) 0.774–0.981] and 0.768 (95% CI 0.622–0.913), respectively, and the sensitivity and specificity values were, respectively, 80.95% and 85.71% for the PM, and they were, respectively, 85.71% and 66.67% for the GM. **Conclusion:** We showed that the muscle elasticity and tissue hardening increased on the problematic side both on PM and GM. UE may provide early diagnosis of PMS, thereby increasing the possibility of treatment with less invasive methods.
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Introduction

Piriformis muscle syndrome (PMS) is a neuropathy that occurs due to the compression or irritation of the sciatic nerve by the piriformis muscle (PM). It accounts for 6–8% of the back and sciatic pain cases. This clinical condition is relatively less known and underestimated because it is confused with other clinical pathological conditions. Delays in its diagnosis may lead to chronic somatic dysfunction and muscle weakness due to compensatory changes.¹⁻³ PMS is diagnosed by history, physical examination, and radiological evaluations which are used for differential diagnosis. Up to date, there is no gold standard diagnostic method in PMS.

The development of ultrasound technology resulted in the emergence of ultrasound elastography (UE) that can directly measure the mechanical properties of tissue, including muscle stiffness. Its real-time and direct measurements of muscle stiffness can aid the diagnosis of musculoskeletal injuries. It can also help monitor outcomes of interventions affecting muscle in neuromuscular and musculoskeletal diseases, and it can better inform the functional prognosis.
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But more information is needed on the use and limitations for correct and effective application of the technique.\(^{[4,6]}\)

Here, first in the literature, we aimed to evaluate the diagnostic performance of UE as an easy, less-invasive, and cost-effective method for early diagnosis of PMS.

### Materials and Methods

#### Cases

A detailed physical examination was performed in the outpatient clinic. The patients with complaints of increased hip pain during sitting, squatting, or standing up, and of numbness and weakness in the legs were evaluated. The patients with sensitivity in the sacroiliac joint, the greater sciatic notch, the PM, and the regions surrounding the PM; palpated mass in ipsilateral hips; moderate relaxation in pain by traction of the affected hip; asymmetric weakness in the affected hip; positive results of Lasègue and Beatty tests (+); positive results of Freiberg, and Pace tests (+) on the painful side; and the finding of limited internal rotation in the lower extremity were diagnosed as PMS clinically.\(^{[7,8]}\)

The patient has an antalgic gait during walking with the positive results of Lasègue, Pace, and Freiberg tests that are diagnosed as PMS.\(^{[9]}\) The sensitivity localized in the PM during 90° flexure of the hip and extension of the knee indicates the presence of the Lasegue symptom. The positive sign for pace test (FAIR test) is the pain formation when the hip is forced to internal rotation and adduction by stabilizing the pelvis while the patient’s painful side is upside down, and the hip and knee are in the flexion position.\(^{[9,10]}\) The Freiberg symptom is the formation of pain in the PM when a resistant external rotation is forced for the leg that has been passively internally rotated.\(^{[11]}\)

The patients with any other pathological condition of the sciatic nerve were not included in the study. The results of the patients’ magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of lumbar or hips, performed within the last year, were used to exclude differential diagnosis. Those with history of gluteal injection were not included in the study. Intramuscular injections may cause changes in muscle structure depending on the type of drug, the solubility in water or in the oil, and the duration of its effect. These also affect muscle elasticity results. Patients were questioned whether there had any pelvic or abdominal pathologies. Then, the patients who were diagnosed as PMS by physiatrist at outpatient clinic were referred to the study-blind radiologist.

#### Ultrasound elastography

UE technique is a new functional US imaging technique developed in the last 5 years that can demonstrate the distribution of tissue elasticity. The low strain ratio indicated the decrease in tissue elasticity, softening of the tissue, loss of tendon integrity, and decrease in quality. Unlike other methods, this technique provided dynamic data.\(^{[12]}\)

A high-resolution ultrasonography system (AplioTM 400 Platinum, Toshiba Medical Systems Corporation, Tochigi, Japan) and a broadband convex probe (PVT-375BT) were used by a same trained radiologist. The gray-scale ultrasonographic posterior images of the gluteal region were obtained symmetrically, bilaterally, and separately. The patient was lying on a flat surface in the prone position during the application. The elastography mode was activated, and pressure was applied when the gluteus maximus muscle (GM) and PM were captured in the same image during compression phase (Figure 1). The UE strain value (UESV) of the subcutaneous fat tissue in the same image and UESV of the central segments of the PM and GM were detected using the region of interest (ROI). The UE strain ratio (UESR) of the muscles was calculated by dividing the fat values by the muscle values. All procedures were performed by the same experienced radiologist who was kept uninformed about the clinical diagnosis.

#### Statistical assessment

The statistical evaluation was conducted using the SPSS version 21 (SPSS Inc., IL, USA). The Kolmogorov–Smirnov test was applied to check the distribution of parameters. Categorical data were presented as numbers and percentages. The independent Student t-test was used to determine the difference in normally distributed data, and the Mann–Whitney U test was used for comparing medians for the non-parametrically distributed variables. Spearman’s rho method was used for assessing correlations between the strain rates and for the comparisons, whereas the diagnostic performances were compared with receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis.

The study’s ethic committee approval was taken from local center (06.15.2016/protocol number is 146) and is complied with Helsinki Declaration principles. Informed consent forms were obtained from the patients.

#### Results

Twenty-one (N = 21) cases were female and seven (N = 7) of the cases were male. Their ages ranged from 24 to 62 years, and the median age was 45 years [Table 1]. The UE results showed a significant difference in elasticity of the PMs between the painless and painful sides [Figure 1]. Right-side dominance (62.5% in females, 100% in males, and 71.4% in total) was observed.

The mean UESR values of the muscles on the painful side were as follows: PM, 1.59 ± 1.21 and its median (min/max), 1.30 (0.55/4.86); GM, 1.01 ± 1.05 and its median (min/max), 0.68 (0.25/4.19). The mean UESR values on the normal side were as follows: PM, 0.5 ± 0.47 and its median (min/max), 0.57 (0.02/1.71); GM, 0.42 ± 0.35 and its median (min/max), 0.36 (0.02/1.17). The UESR values of PM and GM were significantly higher on the painful side.
side compared with the normal side ($P = 0.000$ and 0.003, respectively) [Table 1 and Figure 2A–D].

For UESRs, the values under the ROC curve were 0.878 [95% confidence interval (CI) 0.774–0.981] and 0.768 (95% CI 0.622–0.913) for PM and GM, respectively. When UESRs values 0.765 and 0.420 were used as cutoff for the PM and GM, respectively, the sensitivity and specificity values were, respectively, 80.95% and 85.71% for the PM, and they were, respectively, 85.71% and 66.67% for the GM [Figure 3].

When 124.62% increase in UESR relative to the normal side was applied on the PM, the sensitivity and specificity values were 100% and 95.24%, respectively. It is shown that the PM UESR/GM UESR increases with age, and the increase in UESR of both PM and GM with height was higher on the right side. The increase in the PM UESR/GM UESR with visual analog scale (VAS) and the increase in the PM UESR/GM UESR with weight were higher on the left side.

**Correlations**

A correlation was observed between the UESR values of the PM ($\rho = 1.000$; $P = 0.000$) and the GM ($\rho = 1.000$; $P = 0.000$) on the affected side, and for all PM and GM UESR values ($\rho = 1.000$, $P = 0.000$). Also, the disease was observed at higher incidences on the right side ($\rho = −0.788$, $P = 0.000$, 62.5% in females, 100% in males, and 71.4% in total). With age, the UESR values of the GM increased not only on the left ($\rho = 0.607$; $P = 0.001$) and right ($\rho = 0.632$, $P = 0.002$) side together but also on the normal ($\rho = 0.572$, $P = 0.007$) and pathologic ($\rho = 0.655$, $P = 0.002$) sides. The prevalence of high PM UESR/GM UESR decreases with age ($\rho = −0.743$; $P = 0.000$).

As the UESR values of the muscle ($\rho = 0.667$, $P = 0.001$) and VAS ($\rho = 0.621$; $P = 0.003$) increased, the positive results from the Laseque test also increased whereas findings of mass palpation ($\rho = 0.442$; $P = 0.045$) decreased.

**Discussion**

PM is a flat pyramidal-shaped muscle.[1] The anterior side of the PM originates around the sacroiliac joint capsule...
to the S2–S4 level, passes through the large sciatic foramen, and attaches to the upper surface of the greater trochanter of the femur. It is adjacent to the obturator internus and the gemellus muscles.[2,3] The function of PM depends on the position of the hip. PM is innervated by the spinal roots, S1 and S2, and rarely by L5. The PM is responsible for the external rotation of the hip when the hip is in neutral position and for the abduction of the hip when the hip is in the flexion. It provides postural stability while standing and walking.[4] Yeoman described the syndrome for the first time in 1928, and Robinson created a six-item diagnostic list for it in 1947.[13,14] PMS may result from the variability in the anatomical relationship between the PM and the sciatic nerve, or it could occur secondary to the micro- or macrotraumas of the PM.[15]

The incidence of PMS increases in the fourth and fifth decades, and its clinical diagnosis is difficult. The probable reason why females suffer from PMS six times more frequently than males is that the quadriceps femoris muscle biomechanically has a wider angle in the female pelvis than in the male pelvis. The actual number of the cases is expected to be higher than the diagnosed ones because PMS is confused with other clinical pathologic conditions. Therefore, realistic epidemiological information is not available.[15‑17] We found similar results coherent with the literature about data of age, gender, and prevalence. The fact that female gender has near-bilateral values, the increase in the weight load on the right leg with age and increased use of the right leg in males (a right-handed society) suggest that these factors affect the variability in the values.

The delayed diagnosis of this is not well known and not well considered. It can lead to pain, paresthesia, hyperesthesia, and muscle weakness caused by the compression of the sciatic nerve, chronic somatic dysfunction, and compensatory changes. This makes the treatment more difficult and invasive.[18] A differential diagnosis should be considered for patients in pain, especially for the females. The conditions causing lower back pain and sciatic pain such as sacroiliac joint dysfunction, facet syndrome, spinal stenosis, trochanteric bursitis, myofascial pain syndrome,
pelvic tumors, endometriosis, and the conditions causing irritation of the sciatic nerve should be considered for the differential diagnosis of PMS.\textsuperscript{[19,20]}

MRI and electrophysiological evaluation can be used for the differential diagnosis although they are not the definitive diagnostic tests. However, imaging modalities, such as MRI, have become a critical component in assisting with the diagnosis; many anatomic variants may have gone undiagnosed in the past due to the lack of or limitations of imaging studies.\textsuperscript{[21]} An advanced technique of MR neurography may also be useful in aiding the diagnosis of this condition.\textsuperscript{[22]} While not addressing variant sciatic nerve anatomy on imaging and associated clinical findings, prior studies have suggested a relationship between MRI findings and the clinical diagnosis of piriformis syndrome in the form of asymmetric muscle bulk detectable on routine MRI or ultrasound (with increased piriformis size on the affected side) and increased fluid signal in the sciatic nerve at the sciatic notch on MR neurography.\textsuperscript{[23]} Huang \textit{et al.} found that the thickness, area, and volume of the pathological side of PM in the PMS group were all significantly higher than normal side in MRI-based study.\textsuperscript{[24]}

The diagnostic difficulties can be overcome by using the UE method, which is increasingly used in the recent years. UE is an ultrasound-based technique that determines mechanical properties of the tissue quantitatively, visually, and qualitatively compared with the B-mode analysis (acoustic impedance) or the color Doppler ultrasound (vascular blood flow). Because the stiffness of the tissue is determined by this technique, obtaining a diagnosis by comparing the elasticity (and stiffness) of the PM is possible. Strain elastography is the most commonly used measurement technique among several others, and the externally applied pressure causes more deformation in the soft tissues and less deformation in the hard tissues. This information is color-coded on a screen, and the quantitative data are obtained by measurements from the ROI.\textsuperscript{[22,23,24]}

Indeed, MRI can be a functional method for a correct PMS diagnosis by evaluating lumbar hernia, lumbar stenosis, and sacroiliac syndromes that cause sciatic nerve symptom, and other differential diagnoses such as pathologies located around the PM. Depending on the etiology, MRI with fluid-sensitive sequences may visualize the increased nerve intensities at the level of the greater sciatic foramen, the increased intensity of the PM, the muscular hypertrophy, or the sciatic nerve compressed by an accessory PM fiber compared with the asymptomatic side.\textsuperscript{[19,27,28]}

This novel study demonstrated that PMS could be quantitatively diagnosed using the UE method. Despite being a relatively new method, the clinical use of UE has rapidly increased. This method used to evaluate the elasticity of the tissues takes the tissue composition as a reference.\textsuperscript{[4,26,27]} It would not be wrong to say that in muscular pathologies, the elasticity of the muscles changes according to the extent of their own contraction without a change in their tissue composition compared with other tissues. Reflexively increasing contraction results in reduced elasticity in pathological conditions.\textsuperscript{[22,27,28]} The present study showed that the muscle elasticity increased on the problematic side. Evaluating with the PM indicated that the GM was also affected on the problematic side and that relative comparison of both muscles could provide more reliable information with 79\% of success rate.\textsuperscript{[8,29]}

Anti-inflammatory drugs and muscle relaxants can be used for the treatment. During acute period, cold application and stretching exercises are applied to PM, hip abductor, and adductor muscles.\textsuperscript{[20,31]} In subacute and chronic periods, superficial and deep heaters are applied among other physiotherapy modalities. Intramuscular injections of local anesthetic or corticosteroids can be given for treating PMS. Intramuscular injections of botulinum toxin (Botox) is an effective approach for cases where an adequate response has not been achieved.\textsuperscript{[8,11]} Surgery can also be considered for the cases where conservative methods do not succeed. With surgery, the PM is relaxed, and the fibrous bands are excised to reduce the pressure on the sciatic nerve.\textsuperscript{[8,11,13,19]} We suggested medication (myorelaxants and nonsteroid anti-inflammatory drugs, vitamin B\textsubscript{12}) combined with physical therapy modalities (hotpack, electrotherapy, etc.) and exercises (especially stretching) to the patients diagnosed with PMS.
In the literature, the use of UE in musculoskeletal disorders is rapidly increasing. It gives an opportunity for functional evaluation when the diagnosis is difficult and the clinic is incompatible with radiology. It has been found in literature that there are some UE studies in the areas of rotator cuff muscles, chronic neck pain, muscular dystrophy, athletes, chronic low back pain, and torticollis, etc. In our study, for the first time in the literature, we analyzed the UE characteristics of gluteal region muscles in PMS, and still no gold standard diagnostic method is obtained yet. In accordance with the literature, we found high UESR values and high elasticity on the affected side. The high strain ratio indicated the increase in tissue elasticity and hardening of the tissue. We also found that both PM and GM were structurally effected together with age, gender, weight, and height differences in PMS.

Care must be taken to position the patient. He should be lined in prone position. A few measurements should be taken consecutively for a correct measurement. The radiologist should gain experience before. As in other US studies, the experience and practice of the radiologist may affect the result of the study, so standardized methods are needed. Since only one radiologist was able to measure, only intraobserver measurements could be made and compliance was high. Interobserver variation of such a method will be the subject of future, large-sampled studies.

Study limitations

- The study included relatively small number of cases
- The control and the case groups were the same
- The painless side was accepted as normal
- UE standards have not been established yet in the literature
- There is need of new similar studies, to say more accurate information.

Conclusion

PMS is relatively less known and underestimated because it is confused with other clinical pathological conditions. Delays in its diagnosis may lead to chronic somatic dysfunction and muscle weakness. We showed that the muscle elasticity and hardness increased on the effected muscles in UE, which is an easy and cost-effective method. UE may provide early diagnosis of PMS and, consequently, a possibility of treatment with less invasive methods.
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